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1. Introduction

The pharmaceutical industry has a long history in high-

throughput experimentation (HTEx) methods for rapid screen-
ing. These were initially developed in situations in which ro-

botic rigs were used to test thousands of compounds against

biochemically important targets. Subsequently they have
become widely used in the specialty chemicals industry,[1] bio-

medical research,[2] and materials discovery.[3]

With the increasing use of HTEx methods in both biology

and chemistry the need for an efficient method for exploring
large numbers of potential experiments (large search spaces)
becomes paramount. Whether the problem is optimizing a cat-

alytic system or modifying an enzyme so that it provides im-
proved specificity under industrial conditions, the use of HTEx
methods allows the researcher to explore far more variables
and to perform orders-of-magnitude more experiments than is

possible for a team of chemists/biologists using conventional
laboratory techniques. This means that the numbers of poten-

tial experiments can be huge, particularly in molecular biology.

For example, to find a short length of DNA (an aptamer of 30
nucleotides) with optimal binding to a specific target (a pro-

tein) requires a search through 430, or approximately 1018, pos-
sible strands of DNA.[4] If each of these assessments were to

take a mere second to conduct, without parallel experiments,

an exhaustive evaluation would not be possible because the

estimated lifetime of the universe is of the order of
1017 seconds.[5] Therefore, an alternative strategy must be used,

and in response to the requirement for efficient searching of

such large search spaces many researchers have been using
evolutionary computationally based algorithms (including GAs)

to direct their HTEx programs.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a well-established method of

finding very good solutions (usually not the optimum solu-
tions) to certain types of problems that require searches

through large sets of possible solutions. In a GA a small set of

candidate solutions (called a “population”), in which each can-
didate solution is coded onto a “chromosome”, are allowed to

“evolve” over many “generations” according to principles de-
rived from natural selection and evolution. The main require-

ments for the use of a GA are that the problem to be solved
can be expressed mathematically, and that all possible candi-

date solutions can be assessed, and hence ranked, by using
a “fitness” function or something similar. The algorithm can
then evolve improved solutions over many generations to ap-
proach a very good solution to the original problem indicated
above.

GAs are particularly useful for finding an optimum solution
to a complex function or model in which the model can be

run many times with different parameter settings at minimal
cost. This is because GAs are very data hungry; they require
significant “populations” to evolve over many “generations”,

thus requiring a lot of model runs to reach the optimum solu-
tion. Despite this, GAs have been used to improve processes

(though rarely to obtain the optimum solutions) in which the
acquisition of the fitness value for the GA requires real physical

In directed evolution (DE) the assessment of candidate en-

zymes and their modification is essential. In this study we have

investigated genetic algorithms (GAs) in this context and con-
ducted a systematic study of the behavior of GAs on 20 fitness

landscapes (FLs) of varying complexity. This has allowed the
tuning of the GAs to be explored. On the basis of this study,

recommendations for the best GA settings to use for a GA-di-
rected high-throughput experimental program (in which popu-

lations and the number of generations is necessarily low) are

reported. The FLs were based upon simple linear models and
were characterized by the behavior of the GA on the land-

scape as demonstrated by stall plots and the footprints and

adhesion of candidate solutions, which highlighted local

optima (LOs). In order to maximize progress of the GA and to
reduce the chances of becoming stuck in a LO it was best to

use: 1) a large number of generations, 2) high populations,
3) removal of duplicate sequences (clones), 4) double mutation,

and 5) high selection pressure (the two best individuals go to
the next generation), and 6) to consider using a designed se-

quence as the starting point of the GA run. We believe that

these recommendations might be appropriate starting points
for studies employing GAs within DE experiments.
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experiments to be run (for a summary of the literature see Sec-
tion S1 in the Supporting Information).

Directed evolution (DE) is a well-documented strategy for
engineering proteins.[6–9] Although there are many methods of

applying DE to an enzyme, the research group of Reetz has
had considerable success with sequentially applying saturated

mutagenesis at selected sites (referred to as iterative saturated
mutagenesis, ISM)[10,11] to improve the activity or stereoselectiv-
ity of an enzyme over a number of generations. However, the

order in which sites are selected for ISM is potentially impor-
tant: not all the potential pathways will give improved en-
zymes and so it is possible to end up in dead ends of the
search space.[12] A number of methods have been used to facil-

itate DE in the hope of improving progress and avoiding dead
ends. Some methods work by identifying and selecting key

mutations that result in improved enzymes. These include the

protein sequence activity relationship algorithm (ProSAR),
which uses a statistical model to identify both positive and

negative mutations and then creates libraries with enhanced
numbers of good mutations and fewer poor mutations.[13] The

adaptive substituent reordering algorithm (ASRA) has a similar
goal but, unlike ProSAR, does not make any assumptions

about the nature of the fitness landscape to be explored (it is

model-free).[14] Alternative methods use evolutionarily based
algorithms. For example, a GA has been used to improve the

experimentally based evolution of trypsin-inhibiting hexapep-
tides,[15] and an algorithm similar to a GA has facilitated the

experimentally based evolution of peptide ligands (containing
16 amino acids) to improve binding to a model target glyco-

structure (ganglioside GM1).
[16]

As discussed above, GAs generally rely on large populations
and are run for many generations. Thus, significant experimen-

tal resources are required in order to implement a GA-directed
HTEx program. It is therefore important to establish the opti-

mal selection of the key “tuning” parameters used within a GA.
These include: the number of generations, population size,

and selection pressure employed, as well as the type of cross-

over and mutation rate. Although the danger that a suboptimal
GA design could pose to an experimental program has been

recognized,[17] little work on optimizing GA settings for a GA-
directed HTEx program has been reported to date. By their

very nature GAs are stochastic, so multiple convergences have
to be run before any statistically significant conclusions can be

made about the resulting solution. Moreover, to achieve ap-
propriate convergence a GA requires a fitness function or fit-
ness model, which is needed to assess the population as it

evolves. In order to assess enzyme amino acid sequences with
enzyme rates and/or enantiomeric selectivity, biochemical tests

have to be made, and although laborious these are appropri-
ate fitness functions. However, it is usually impossible (from ar-

guments made above) to assess the whole search space, and
for DE applications no such complete datasets currently exist.
Therefore, to establish the optimum GA-tuning parameters an

approximation of the fitness function, derived from a subset of
the total search space, is required. In this study, data from

Reetz and colleagues are used.[12]

One of the few systematic studies on the tuning of a GA for
use with a HTEx program (in which the numbers of samples

and generations are severely constrained) is the work by Clerc,
Pereira, and colleagues,[17,18] who used a benchmark model for

the activity of metal catalysts based upon experimental results.
When this function was used as a test bed to optimize key GA

parameters the authors found that the best results were ob-
tained with large populations, selection of parents by tourna-

ment selection, and use of elitism (always retaining the best

individual from the previous generation—stops the GA going
backwards). They also tested four methods of gene crossover

but found no statistically significant differences.
The objective of this study is thus to provide some rules or

guidelines for the best parameters to use for GA-guided DE.
However, it is anticipated that the guidelines might be useful
for any GA-directed HTEx program in which the number of

samples and/or the number of generations are severely con-
strained. The first model used is based on experimentally mea-
sured DE data for an epoxide hydroxylase.[12] From this model
19 further models of varying complexity were derived in order

to test the generality of the GA tuning parameters. These opti-
mum parameters for the GA were found through a series of

designed experiments that investigated both the best values

for the key GA parameters and the interactions between them,
on the basis of the fitness values provided by the full set of 20

models. A schematic explaining the workflow described in this
study is shown in Figure S1.

2. Results and Discussion

2. 1. Deriving test functions for the tuning of a GA

Only a brief summary of the derivation of the 20 models (fit-

ness landscapes) used to test the GA is described here. Full

details are available in Section S2.

2.1.1. The experimental data: Experimentally determined enan-

tiomeric excess values (E values) for 141 mutants at eight sites
in the sequence of the enzyme epoxide hydroxylase, acquired

by using NDT degeneracy[19] (with 12 rather than 20 amino
acids), have been published by Reetz’s group.[12] Principal com-

ponent analysis (PCA) of the sequences of these 141 mutants
in comparison with 150 diverse random mutants on these

eight sites demonstrated that the Reetz set only covers a tiny
fraction of the overall search space (Section S2.1 and Fig-
ure S2).

2.1.2. Multilinear regression on the Reetz data: The crude E val-
ues were divided through by 4.6 (the activity of the wild type)

to give relative E values (or activity) normalized with respect to
the WT. For each amino acid position a change in amino acid

at that position was quantified by using the three Hellberg’s
Principal Property scales,[20] with the value for the WT amino
acid being set at zero for each scale. Multiple linear regression

(MLR) was then used to build a model for the activity of the
141 sequences. The resulting model gave a R2 value of 0.799

with seven significant linear terms, three interactions, and one
squared term (see Section S2.2 and Figure S3).
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2.1.3. Modifying the MLR model to derive fitness landscapes to
test the GA: The MLR model had a coefficient of zero for amino

acid 350 and hence the optimal sequence was not unique. To
avoid this problem a coefficient of @0.721 (rounded up from

the coefficient of one of the interactions) was assigned to this
eighth amino acid position. This gave a model with a unique

global optimum (sequence=GCGCFCDF, relative activity=

127.2787) that could be “doubled up” to give a model for mu-
tation at 16 amino acid positions with six interactions: optimal

sequence=GCGCFCDFGCGCFCDF, relative activity=253.5575
(Table S1). The coefficients of this “base fitness landscape”

were then randomly reorganized to give 19 further models
with zero, two, four, or six interactions (Section S2.3 and

Table S2). In this work we refer to these models that provide

a fitness value for any 16 amino acid sequence as “Fitness
Landscapes” (see next section) to distinguish them from other

models (e.g. , experimental designs) that might be referred to
in the text. These fitness landscapes should not be confused

with “fitness-pathway landscapes” discussed in Gumulya
et al. ,[12] in which the pathways from the WT to improved mu-

tants are represented by decreases in experimentally deter-
mined free energy values (DDG¼6 ), and minima in these land-

scapes are associated with dead ends or sequences that do

not provide improved mutants.

2.1.4. The complexity of the fitness landscapes: The idea of a fit-

ness landscape was originally suggested by Wright[21] and has
more recently been developed into a tunable fitness landscape

called an NK model.[22] In this model N is the number of
“genes” (in the context of this work it would be the number of

amino acid positions mutated) and hence defines the search

space, whereas K is a measure of the complexity of the land-
scape. For K=0 the fitness landscape looks like a single isolat-

ed peak (Mt. Fuji), and the higher the K value the more convo-
luted the fitness landscape becomes, with more peaks (local

optima) and troughs. Although a wide range of values for K
have been suggested for biological systems (see Section S2.4

for some examples) there is some evidence that for the engi-

neering of enzymes—provided that the selected amino acid
sites are well separated—additive (K=0) or near additive (K is

very low) fitness landscapes work well.[23] The estimated K
values for each of the fitness landscapes are included in

Table S2.

2.2. Characterization of the models (fitness landscapes, FLs)

2.2.1. The “standard GA parameters”: The “standard GA parame-
ters” are the initial settings for the GA, which we aim to im-

prove in this work. Although the selected values are to some
extent arbitrary they are based on previous work reported in

the literature.[17,16] Figure S4 is a schematic showing the design

of a typical GA. In this work the number of generations and
the population are defined for each run but the standard GA

parameters are the default settings that should be assumed
unless otherwise specified. A more complete description of the

GA is given in Section S3.1 and only a brief summary is given
here.

For this work the “standard” initial population is the com-
plete set of single-point mutants (SPMs) of the wild-type se-

quence, out of which the fittest three individuals go forward
to the start of the first generation. Tournament selection is

used to select parents, and children are formed by single-point
crossover (the same random location on both chromosomes)

with 100% crossover rate. The number of children is set to be
the same as the population number, and clones (identical
sequences) are allowed. Children are mutated (Section S3.1.2)

once [mutation level (ML)=0.5 if no decloning; ML=1 if muta-
tion is combined with decloning] and then assessed for fitness

with the best sequences (the transfer population or TP) select-
ed to become parents for the next generation. For the stan-
dard GA parameters TP=10, which corresponds to low selec-
tion pressure (Section S3.1.3). Elitism is used to stop the GA

going backwards.

2.2.2. Characterization of the fitness landscapes by using stall
profiles : The fitness landscapes were characterized by identify-

ing sequences that held up or “stalled” the progress of the GA.
The GA was run 1500 times for 100 generations with a small

population (Pop=15) to identify where the fitness of the best
sequence did not change between generations. This is where

the GA progress was stalled for one or more generations, and

the number of stalls (out of the 1500V100=150000 total)
could be plotted against the fitness values to give a “stall pro-

file” of the progress of the GA across the landscape. The stall
plot for FL-12 and use of standard GA parameters is shown in

Figure 1A and the complete set of stall plots for all the fitness
landscapes is shown in Section S5. In general, any sequence

with stalls >1000 is probably stuck in a local optimum (LO) or

has reached the global optimum (GO). Figure 1A shows that

Figure 1. Stall profiles for the progress of the GA over FL-12 with a popula-
tion of 15; 1500 runs of 100 generations. IP=Best three SPMs. A) Standard
GA parameters (no decloning, one round of mutation, ML=0.5). See the
Supporting Information for similar stall profiles for the full set of 20 fitness
landscapes. B) No decloning, two rounds of mutation. C) Decloning with one
round of mutation (ML=1). D) Decloning with two rounds of mutation
(ML=2). See Figure S11 for the corresponding figure with a population of
90.
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for FL-12 very few GA runs (with use of the standard parame-
ters) proceed through to the GO at 172.1115. Most of the runs

are caught in the LOs with fitness values at 124.9041 and
150.3016. From the full set of stall profiles (Section S5) it can

be seen that: 1) for all the fitness landscapes the approach to
the GO or any LOs causes a substantial build-up in stalling

before the key sequence is reached, 2) some sequences that

are not LOs still cause peaks in the stall profile (e.g. , feature at
92.7961 in FL-20, Section S5), 3) the complexity of the stall pro-

file relates only very loosely to the number of interactions (and
K value), and 4) despite the simplicity of the underlying models

most of the stall plots (particularly those with more than two
interactions) are unique.

2.2.3. Identification and characterization of local and global
optima: The GO and LOs for each fitness landscape could be
identified from the stall plots and are summarized in Table 1.

In this study we define a LO as a sequence that is not a GO
and has no SPMs (of which there are typically 12V16=176)

with a higher fitness value. Many of the LOs were identified
from the stall plots. However, some of the LOs listed in Table 1

have very small (even zero) stall totals so these were identified
by other methods. The LO at 126.3001 in FL-12 (LO 34 in

Table 1, absent from the stall plot), for example, was identified

by studying where a GA starting from the SPMs of LO 36
(104.4903) ended up (see the next section). The GA was direct-

ed to the sequence with a fitness of 126.3001 by 13 SPMs of
LO 36, and when the 126.3001 sequence was tested it was

found to be a LO. Although the GA does not find this LO
when starting from the best three SPMs of the WT (or from

the designed sequence—see below), if the starting points of

the GA are more widely spread it can be a very important LO.
Hence starting the GA from a sequence with isoleucine in all

16 positions gives a stall plot with about 26000 stalls for LO 34
(126.3001) and only 50 stalls for LO 35 (124.9041). These obser-

vations also show that Table 1 cannot be considered a compre-
hensive list of the LOs for these fitness landscapes; there could

be others hidden within the landscape that can only be found

by running the GA from many random starting sequences.

From the data collected for the stall plots it was possible to
find the number of GA runs that found a specific GA sequence

and then stalled. This we term the “stall footprint”; dividing
the number of stalls for this sequence by the stall footprint

gives the average “adhesion” or the number of generations

the GA is held at that sequence. Hence for each sequence:
number of stalls= stall footprintVadhesion. The stall footprints

(expressed as percentages) and adhesion for each of the LOs
are included in Table 1.

2.2.4. How progress towards the GO is limited by LOs and related
sequences: To investigate the role of the LOs and related se-

quences with high stall rates the onward progress of the GAs

from the GO and the five LOs for FL-12 (Table 1) were assessed.
For each sequence the 176 SPMs were generated and used as

the starting points for a short GA run (ten generations) with
a large population (100) to find which SPMs allowed access to

the GO. Multiple (200) short GA runs were performed for each

SPM to collect statistical data on the final destination of the
GA. Table S4 provides the final destinations of the GA from the

176 SPMs derived from the GO and the LOs for FL-12 along
with those derived from a selection of other sequences. These

sequences were initially selected on the basis of their high stall
rates, but it soon became clear that they were grouped into
“families” in a manner dictated by the probability of the GA

ending up at the GO or at different LOs. Table S4 shows that
each LO that seriously impedes the GA is the fittest member of

a series of sequences with increasing stall rates that direct the
GA towards the LO. Figures 2 and S5 summarize the results for

the LOs found for FL-12 by plotting the fitness of the 176

SPMs of the LOs against their rank with the symbol color-
coded for the final destination of the GA. Hence, for the set of

sequences associated with the LO at 150.3016 (B0–B7,

Table S4), the top 108 SPMs all direct the GA towards the LO
(B0). Although there is a 5% nominal probability that a GA

starting from one of the set B sequences will get to the GO, in
practice the probability is almost zero because such a low-

ranked SPM is very unlikely to be selected as a parent for the
next generation when small populations are used. This ex-

plains why the adhesion values for the LOs in FL-12 (Table 1)

are so high.

In summary, if LOs are present in a fitness landscape and

they trap the GA, they are highly likely to hold up the GA for
an unacceptably large number of generations. Alternative

strategies such as selecting a less fit mutant to act as a tem-
plate for a new round of saturated mutagenesis as suggested

by Gumulya et al.[12] might work for some of the LOs, but for
the more obstructive LOs—such as sequence B0 discussed

Figure 2. The eventual destination of the GA on starting from the SPMs
(176) of six sequences (five LOs and the GO; Table S4) for FL-12. The se-
quence directs the GA towards the nearest LO for the vast majority of SPMs,
so those SPMs that take the GA elsewhere in more than 10% of runs are
color-coded. Open symbols: 10–50% of runs go to specified destination.
Solid symbols: 50–100% of runs go to the specified destination. Note that
the fitness values for the SPMs derived from the LOs at 104.4903 and
126.3001 were increased by 12 units and that for the LO at 150.3016 was
increased by 8 units to improve figure clarity. A similar plot covering the
last 77 SPMs for each sequence is shown in Figure S4.
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Table 1. Local and global optima identified for each model (fitness landscape).

Model LO Fitness Frac[b] Sequence Final Standard parameters[a]

(FL) no. value [%][c] Stalls Footprint [%][d] Adhesion

1 GO 253.5575 GCGCFCDFGCGCFCDF >99
1 1a 230.6256 0.910 GCGRDCDFGCGCFCDF <1 282 <1 40
1 1b 230.6256 0.910 GCGCFCDFGCGRDCDF <1 189 <1 27
2 GO 275.7971 RCGCFCFVGCGCFCDF 56
2 2 252.8652 0.917 RCGRDCFVGCGCFCDF <1 67 <1 34
2 3 242.4292 0.879 RRGCFCDVGCGCFCDF 30 16111 34 31
2 4 220.1238 0.798 RRGRDCDVGCGCFCDF <1 45 <1 45
2 5 219.4973 0.796 RRGCFCDVGCGRDCDF <1 87 <1 44
3 GO 147.1037 GRRCDCDFGRRRDCFF 76
3 6 143.5924 0.976 GRLCFRDFGCRRDCFF 13 5138 13 27
4 GO 161.4147 GCRRDCDDRCGCFRFF 45
4 7 149.2764 0.925 GRRRDCDDRCGCFCFF <1 287 <1 29
4 8 141.9594 0.879 GCRCDCDFRRGCDRFF 36 16346 36 30
4 9 136.8628 0.848 RCRRDCDDRRGCFRFF 3 1553 3 30
4 10 129.8211 0.804 GRRCDCDFRRGCDCFF <1 415 1 30
5 GO 150.7107 GRRRDRDDGRGRDCDF 22
5 11 146.8761 0.975 GRRCDRDDGRGCDCDF 8 4089 8 36
5 12 141.0147 0.936 GRRRDCDFGRRRDCDF 47 23242 46 33
5 13 139.7380 0.927 RRRCFCDFGRRCDRDF <1 241 <1 34
5 14 137.1800 0.910 GRRCDCDFGRRCDCDF 12 5718 12 31
6 GO 180.8312 RRGCDRDDGCRCDRFF 24
6 15 173.0279 0.957 RRRCDCDDGCRCDRFF 24 11851 24 33
6 16 172.1517 0.952 RCGCDRFDGCRCDRFD 19 9152 19 32
6 17 164.3484 0.909 RCRCDCFDGCRCDRFD 20 9308 20 32
6 18 155.7548 0.861 GRGRDRDDGCRCDRFF <1 335 <1 48
6 19 147.9515 0.818 GRRRDCDDGCRCDRFF <1 106 <1 18
6 20 147.0753 0.813 GCGRDRFDGCRCDRFD <1 160 <1 32
6 21 139.2720 0.77 GCRRDCFDGCRCDRFD <1 29 <1 29
7 GO 103.9629 GCGRFCSFRRRCDCFD 50
7 22 97.0540 0.934 GCRRFCSFRRRRDCFD 39 21247 43 33
7 23 94.6838 0.911 GCRCFCSFRRGRDCFD <1 142 <1 47
8 GO 153.1960 RRRCDRDDRRGRFCDD 12
8 24 151.5645 0.989 RRRCDRDDGRGRDCDD 78 41486 78 36
9 GO 156.9155 GHGCFRFDRCGRDCFD 43
9 25 150.7529 0.961 GHGRFRDDRCGRDCFD 29 12876 43 30
9 26 117.1644 0.747 RHRCFRFDRCRRDCFD 7 3891 9 29
9 27 111.0018 0.707 RHRRFRDDRCRRDCFD 6 3245 7 30

10 GO 169.4052 RCGRDCDFRCGCFRFF 50
10 28 153.9282 0.909 RCGRDRDFRCGCFRFD 31 14932 31 32
10 29 148.3385 0.876 RCGRDCFFRCRCFRDF 4 1726 4 32
10 30 132.8614 0.784 RCGRDRFFRCRCFRDD 3 1230 2 33
11 GO 177.2177 GCRRFCDDRCRRDCDF 86
11 31 133.7661 0.755 GCRRFRDDDCRRFCDF <1 35 <1 35
12 GO 172.1115 RCRCFCDDRCGCFRDF <1
12 32 150.3016 0.873 RCRCFCDDRRGCFRDD 22 10981 21 34
12 33 146.7139 0.852 RCRCDCDDRCGCFRFF 1 528 1 33
12 34 126.3001 0.734 RCGCDCFDRCGCFRFF 0 0 0 n.a.
12 35 124.9041 0.726 RCRCDCDDRRGCFRFD 66 33150 0.66 33
12 36 104.4903 0.607 RCGCDCFDRRGCFRFD 1 832 1 44
13 GO 194.7765 RCVCDCFFRCGRFCDD >99 n.a.
14 GO 127.3676 RCRCFRDDRCGRDRFD 84
14 37 121.9377 0.957 RCGCFRDDGCGRDRFD 3 1740 3 35
14 38 93.6571 0.735 RCRCFRDDRRGRDCFD 1 544 1 34
14 39 88.2272 0.6927 RCGCFRDDGRGRDCFD 0 0 0 n.a.
15 GO 125.6362 RRRRDRFDGCGCFCDD 100 n.a.
16 GO 135.5818 GCRCDCFFRCRRDRSD 100 n.a.
17 GO 119.3987 RRGCFCDFRCRCDCFD >99 n.a.
18 GO 145.8370 RCRCFRDFGRRRDCDF 63
18 40 135.1823 0.927 RRRCFCDFGRRRDCDF 25 12542 25 33
19 GO 178.1557 GCRCFCDDGCGRDCFD >99 n.a.
20 GO 103.6071 RRRRFCDDRCRRFRDD 100 n.a.

[a] Standard parameters (TP=10, no decloning, ML=0.5, IP= three best SPMs), Pop=15. GA run 1500 times/100 generations. [b] Fraction=LO fitness di-
vided by GO fitness. [c] Final value refers to the percentage of runs that finish on specified value. [d] Footprint given as the percentage of runs stalling on
the specified sequence.
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above—the researcher would have to be very lucky to select
one of the mutants that allowed progress past the LO. One of

the key objectives of this work is to find parameters for run-
ning the GA that will help it to avoid LOs (reduce the stall foot-

print) and/or to escape rapidly from LOs once caught (reduce
adhesion).

2.3. Tuning the GA

2.3.1. Some basic results for FL-12: Figures S6–S9 show the

effect of changing some of the GA parameters on the progress
of the GA over FL-12. Figure S6 shows a box-whisker plot of
the best fitness values (i.e. , the fitness value for the best

sequence in the population) of 200 runs over 20 generations
with two populations (30 and 90).

Figure S7 shows the same data expressed as a mean with
95% confidence intervals as error bars with a big improvement
in clarity. The GA initially makes rapid progress, but as it ap-
proaches the first LO (124.9041) progress slows and the line
flattens. (About one third of the runs get past the LO, but

these are excluded from these plots to improve clarity.) Fig-
ure S7 clearly shows the effect of using a larger population in

speeding up the GA although it does not obviously affect the
proportion of runs getting past the LO (68 for Pop=90, 64 for

Pop=30).
Figure S8 shows the effect of changing the selection pres-

sure from TP=10 (low) to TP=2 (high) to TP=1 (very high—
see Section S3.1.3). There is little difference between low and
high selection pressure on the progress of the GA but using

TP=1 gave somewhat poorer results. However low selection
pressure is clearly advantageous when it comes to avoiding

the LO because the number of runs getting past 124.9041 was
60 for TP=10, 48 for TP=2, and 8 for TP=1.

Figure S9 shows the effect of introducing decloning and mu-

tation on the progress of the GA (Section S3.1.2). Decloning is
an important way of retaining the diversity of the population,

because clones increase as the GA converges on approaching
the GO (or LOs), and, if there were an experimental step, it

would avoid pointless repetition. There is a big improvement
in GA progress between the standard parameters (ML=0.5: no

decloning, single mutation) and single mutation (ML=1 corre-
sponding to decloning plus single mutation), and a smaller im-

provement with extra mutation. However the decloning/muta-

tion level has a big effect on the number of runs getting past
the LO, with 80 for the lowest level (ML=0.5), 165 for ML=1,

and 189 (out of 200 runs) for ML=2.

2.3.2. Looking for trends across all 20 fitness landscapes: In view

of the diversity of the fitness landscapes described above it is
important to identify trends in GA convergence, as well as

how these trends vary with different parameter settings. The

GA will progress at very different rates on different fitness
landscapes. To counteract this effect and to bring the results

for each fitness landscape into line, the population required
for each fitness landscape to reach a specific target was deter-

mined. The target was that 50% of the GA runs should reach
85% of the fitness of the GO in 12 generations (see Sec-

tion S3.2.2 for details). The population used for each genera-
tion varied from 13 for FL-20 to 61 for FL-4 and 122 for FL-12
(Table S5). Using these populations for each model means that
the results obtained as the GA parameters are changed are
comparable across all the fitness landscapes and that devia-
tions from the mean for each model can be analyzed to find

trends (see Section S3.2.3 for a more complete description of
how the Figures below are produced).

2.3.3. Selection pressure and mutation across all fitness land-

scapes: Figure 3A shows the effect of selection pressure and
the target selected for the GA averaged across all 20 fitness

landscapes. As noted earlier, a lot of effort would be required
to drive the GA to complete convergence, so a better target

for a GA-directed experimental program would be a high per-

centage for the fitness of the GO (e.g. , 75, 85, or 95%; Fig-

ure 3A). The results show a consistent and significant effect of
selection pressure at these target levels and throughout the

evolution of the GA, with TP=2 always giving the best prog-
ress. TP=1 is always lower, as are TP=3 and TP=10. However,

the small effect of selection pressure reduces to insignificance
when 90+% of the runs are getting to target. Figure 3B

shows a similar plot in which both the mutation level and the

selection pressure are changed for a constant target (85% of
GO fitness). The behavior of the GA towards selection pressure

is exactly as seen in panel A and is the same for the three mu-
tation levels. Increasing mutation from standard parameters

Figure 3. Variation of the degree of convergence of the GA averaged over
the full set of 20 fitness landscapes, and how it depends upon target, selec-
tion pressure, mutation level, and number of generations. Each set of four
results goes from most selective (TP=1, left-hand symbol) through inter-
mediate selectivity (TP=2,3, middle two symbols) to the lowest selection
pressure (TP=10, right-hand symbol). To bring the results for the models
into line the populations used (see Section 2.3.2) change between models
but are constant for a given model. Error bars give 95% confidence intervals
for the mean (N=20). A) Variation of GA progress with selected target and
selection pressure. B) Variation of GA progress with selection pressure and
mutation level (X=85% for all symbols). See Section S3.2 for more detail on
how this Figure was constructed.
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(ML=0.5) to ML=1 significantly improves the GA progress,
but increasing to ML=2 only gives slightly better progress at

low generations and becomes a disadvantage close to GA con-
vergence. Figure S10 shows similar plots for targets of 75 and

95% GO fitness and confirms that ML=2 improves GA prog-
ress when the GA is far from convergence (as seen in Fig-

ure S10 for X=75) but becomes a liability when close to con-

vergence (for X=95, ML=2 gives significantly worse results
than ML=1).

Figure 4 shows the effects of higher levels of mutation and
of switching to a lower level of mutation three quarters of the

way through the GA evolution. Note that the results shown in
Figure 4 are based on 19 FLs. The results for FL-12 were ex-

cluded because the behavior of the GA on this FL was very dif-

ferent that of from the other FLs with increasing levels of con-

vergence even with high constant mutation rates (Figure S11).

For the 19 FLs with a constant mutation level it is clear that
ML=1 (on average) gives the best progress for the GA over

the 16 generations, although ML=2 is not significantly worse,
unlike ML=3 and all higher levels of mutation. If the mutation

level is reduced after 11 generations there is a significant im-
provement for ML=2 (error bars do not overlap) and much

bigger improvements for the higher mutation levels, but even

with this change of mutation level there is no advantage in
going to mutation levels higher than ML=2.

All of these results have used standard mutation (for each
round of mutation the nominal probability of a sequence

being mutated is one). An alternative mutation method uses
the nominal probability of a gene being mutated=1/L (L=

number of sites mutated—16 in this case) and gives a distribu-
tion of mutations that follows the Poisson distribution (and

hence is referred to in this work as Poisson mutation). Fig-
ure S12 reproduces Figure 4 with the equivalent results for

Poisson mutation superimposed. Poisson mutation gives poor
results if decloning is not used (ML=0.5) but for ML=2 gives

very similar results to constant standard mutation. At higher
mutation levels Poisson mutation gives much better results

than constant standard mutation but not as good results as

switching to a lower mutation level (see Section S3.1.2 for
more information on the different methods of mutation).

2.3.4. The effect of increased mutation on the stall plots for FL-
12: Figure 1A shows the stall plot for FL-12 with standard pa-

rameters for the GA with a population of 15, no decloning,
and one round of mutation (ML=0.5). The upper panels show

the results for no decloning; the lower panels have decloning
switched on. Left-hand panels have one round of mutation;

right-hand panels have two rounds of mutation. Figure S13

shows the equivalent results for a population of 90. Using the
standard parameters with Pop=15 gives very poor results,

with almost all the runs getting stuck on the LOs at 124.904
and 150.3016 and only 10–12 runs (out of 1500) getting to the

GO (Table S6). Increasing the population does not alter this
result. Increasing the mutation level [panel B (no decloning,

two rounds of mutation) and panel C (decloning and one

round of mutation—ML=1)] greatly reduces the number of
runs getting stuck on 124.904; however, for small populations

few runs are getting through to the GO (61 for ML=1,
panel C) with most of the runs getting stuck between 124.904

and the GO. For the large populations (90) the results are
much better, with more than 95% of the runs (ML=1) getting

through to the GO. For ML=2 the results are not so good. In

relation to ML=1 the runs getting through to the GO are
greatly reduced (from 61 to 2 for Pop=15; from 1442 to 351

for Pop=90) with most of the runs getting stuck between the
LO at 150.3016 and the GO. These results show that the form

of a stall plot (and hence the progress a GA can make across
the fitness landscape) can change drastically with changes to

the settings of the GA.

2.3.5. Using a “designed sequence” (DS) as the initial population

(IP): Up to this point the initial population used to start each
GA run has been the best three SPMs derived from the starting

sequence (WT). An alternative approach is to use the fitness

values for the 176 SPMs to identify the best amino acid in
each of the 16 positions and to build a sequence (designed se-

quence, or DS) with these amino acids in the appropriate posi-
tions. For some of these fitness landscapes (particularly FL14–

20, where K,0.25) the use of a DS as a starting point for the
GA is so close to the GO (because of the simplicity of the fit-

ness landscapes) that convergence to the GO is trivial. For one

model (FL-8) the DS is a LO (Sequence 24 in Table 1) on which
the GA gets stuck. For all the other models the use of the DS

as the initial population significantly speeds up the progress of
the GA, as shown in Figure 5. The variation of GA progress

with selection pressure and mutation level seen in Figure 5
closely follows the trends seen in previous Figures and de-

Figure 4. Variation of GA progress over 16 generations with mutation level
(ML) and selection pressure averaged over 19 FLs (all except FL-12; see text).
The contrast between retaining a high level of mutation for the full 16 gen-
erations and switching to a lower mutation level after 11 generations is
shown. Each set of four results goes from most selective (TP=1, left-hand
symbol) through intermediate selectivity (TP=2,3, middle two symbols) to
the lowest selection pressure (TP=10, right-hand symbol). To bring the re-
sults for the models into line the populations used (see Section 2.3.2)
change between models but are constant for any given model. Error bars
give 95% confidence intervals for the mean (N=19).
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scribed above. The big difference seen in Figure 5 between the
progress of the GA with the two IPs is partly a reflection of the

linear nature of the fitness landscapes. Real systems with more
complex underlying features partially obscured by random
noise are unlikely to give such good results for a DS as the IP.
However, for some systems the use of a DS as the IP could be
important, particularly for HTEx programs exploring a relatively
simple fitness landscape (approximates to a linear model) be-

cause big improvements could be made within a small
number of generations.

2.3.6. Effect of using the DS as the initial population on the stall

plots for FL-12: It has already been noted that starting the GA
from different starting sequences can be used to identify new

LOs (e.g. , Sequence 34, Table 1), and hence it would be expect-
ed that the stall plots for FL-12 should be different depending

upon whether the initial population is the best three SPMs

(3SPMs) or the DS. Four sets of stall plots can be compared:
Figure 6 (Pop=15, IP=DS) and Figure 1 (Pop=15, IP=3SPMs)

against two set of stall plots in the Supporting Information
[Figure S13 (Pop=90, IP=3SPMs) and Figure S14 (Pop=90,

IP=DS)] . On comparing the low-population stall plots (Fig-
ure 6A vs. Figure 1A), the big differences are that in Figure 6A
no runs get past 150.3016 and there are clear peaks at 124.904

and 104.4903. After 100 generations with standard GA parame-
ters (Figure 6A) only 28 runs get through to 150.3016, 286

runs finish on 104.4903, and the remainder get stuck on
124.904 (Table S6). The results shown in Figure 6A are ob-
tained with TP=10. If they are repeated with TP=2 then none
of the runs gets beyond 124.904. However, with decloning

and/or higher levels of mutation these results improve (Fig-

ure 6B–D). The major difference with Figure 1 is that the peak
at 104.4903 is still a major feature in panels B and C, and just

visible in panel D. However, a few of the runs (<5) finish on

104.4903, whereas most finish between the LOs and the GO
(as can be seen in Figure 1B–D), although for ML=1 (Fig-

ure 6C) 189 runs finish on 150.3016 and 37 runs finish on
124.904. Clearly, changing the starting point of the GA signifi-

cantly alters the stall plot as the footprints of the different LOs
change. This is illustrated over a wider range of fitness land-

scapes in Table S7, which is similar to Table 1 except that the

data for each of the 40 LOs were obtained from stall plots with
IP=DS. Those LOs that are substantially changed from Table 1

are indicated by a star.

2.3.7. Can increased mutation levels reduce the footprint of key

LOs: Local optima with stall footprints >20% with either IP=
3SPMs or IP=DS were selected. If a LO had substantial foot-

prints with both IP values then the IP with the larger footprint

was used. However for practical reasons, where there was
more than one LO for each fitness landscape, all the LOs for

that fitness landscape had to use the same IP. The 14 selected
LOs are listed in Table S8. To find a footprint value a stall plot

had to be obtained, so to obtain a representative set of foot-
print values for specific GA settings all the stall plots were

done as 5V replicates. The experimental design was very

simple, with three levels of mutation (ML=0.5, 1.0, and 2.0), all
with TP=2, and a fourth setting with ML=1 and TP=10. Part

of the raw results can be seen in Table S8 and (after conversion
to footprints expressed as percentages) are plotted in Fig-
ure S15. These results show that ML=2 is effective at reducing
the footprints of all 14 LOs to insignificant levels (<5%).

Figure 5. Comparison of using a DS as the initial population and using the
standard initial population (3SPMs). Results are averaged across 11 FLs.
These are all the FLs with K>0.25 except FL-8 [because using IP=DS takes
the GA directly to a LO (Sequence 24; see Table 1)—where it sticks] and FL-
12 (which shows anomalous behavior as previously noted). The results show
the percentages of runs reaching the target after the specified number of
generations. For each set of eight results (two sets of four) the first set refers
to ML=1 and the second to ML=2. Each set of four results goes from most
selective (TP=1, left-hand symbol) through intermediate selectivity (TP=2,3,
middle two symbols) to the lowest selection pressure (TP=10, right-hand
symbol). The error bars are 95% confidence intervals on the means calculat-
ed across the 11 FLs. See Section 2.3.2 for the populations used for each FL.

Figure 6. Stall profiles for the progress of the GA over FL-12 with a popula-
tion of 15 and starting from a DS as the initial population (1500 runs of 100
generations each, TP=10). A) Standard GA parameters (no decloning, one
round of mutation, ML=0.5). Note that if the stall plot in A) is repeated with
TP=2 no runs make it past the LO at 124.9041. B) No decloning, two rounds
of mutation. C) Decloning with one round of mutation (ML=1). D) Declon-
ing with two rounds of mutation (ML=2). See Figure S12 for the corre-
sponding figure with population=90.
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2.3.8. If a LO has a low footprint does it stop blocking the GA:
Reanalysis of the raw data used to derive the footprints of the

14 sequences showed that this was not always the case. The
proportions of GA runs successfully getting past the fitness

values of the 14 key LOs can be seen in Figure 7. Analysis of

the distribution of the final fitness values (after 100 genera-

tions) found that the behavior of the GA depended very much
on the nature of the LO. For some sequences (e.g. , Se-

quence 3) increasing the mutation level dramatically reduced

the footprint and massively increased the proportion of GA
runs that avoided the LO (Figure 7). For other sequences (e.g. ,

Sequence 12) increasing the mutation reduced the footprint
(Figure S15) but the GA became stopped on sequences with

a fitness value just below that of the LO (probably a sequence
that is one of the “family” associated with the LO—see Sec-

tion 2.2.4) and very few GA runs successfully passed the LO

(Figure 7). From Figure 7 it is clear that increasing population
and increasing mutation both help the GA to avoid being

caught by the LO but the degree of success depends very
much on the nature of the LO sequence.

2.3.9. Can increased mutation levels reduce the adhesion of key
LOs: The adhesion of the same set of 14 LOs was investigated

by determining how many generations were required before

the GA moved on from the specified LO (used as the IP in
1500 GA runs of 100 generations each). Two population sizes

(15 and 90) and four levels of mutation (ML=1 to 4) were
investigated, and the average adhesion values are plotted in

Figure 8 (note scale change on y-axis). A similar set of runs
investigated the effect of selection pressure on adhesion and
found that there was no consistent pattern between TP=2

and TP=10 (data not shown). There are no GA settings that

reduce the adhesion of all the sequences to levels acceptable
for a HTEx program (two to three generations at most). Al-

though it is clear that large populations and high levels of mu-
tation help, there are many sequences that still show very high

levels of adhesion. It is clear that the GA finds it very difficult
to get out of a LO once it has been caught.

2.4. Comparison of a GA with other methods of facilitating
directed evolution (DE)

Using a GA to facilitate DE of an enzyme has the advantage
that it systematically explores a substantial proportion of the
total search space. It does not assume any underlying form of

the fitness landscape it is exploring (a potential disadvantage
of ProSAR) and it is scalable to very large search spaces. In con-
trast, although ASRA gave good results when two amino acid

sites were mutated (140 out of 400 possible mutants were
assessed, so total coverage of the search space was high), it is

unclear how this method would work if 16 amino acid sites
were being mutated with the resulting reduction in coverage

of the search space. The disadvantage of a GA is that specific

sequences have to be synthesized and assessed and this is not
readily compatible with the currently used methods (such as

ISM) for DE.

3. Conclusions

It is clear from this work that the behavior of the GA on a FL is

highly dependent upon the features in that landscape. In this
work the FLs have been characterized by running GAs across

the landscape multiple times and finding sequences that im-
peded the GA (as shown in the stall plots). This allowed local

optima (LOs) to be identified and their properties to be as-
sessed. Despite the simplicity of the FLs used here it is clear

Figure 7. Effects of mutation level and population on the percentages of GA
runs that get past 14 key sequences (LOs). Sequences selected because of
their high footprints (>20%) when using a GA with standard parameters.
Red symbols: population=15. Blue symbols: population=90. The sequence
numbers refer to LO numbers in Table 1 and are summarized in Table S8.
Note the scale change on the y-axis.

Figure 8. Effects of mutation level and population size on the adhesion of
14 key sequences selected because of their high footprints (>20%) when
a GA is using standard parameters. The sequence numbers refer to LO num-
bers in Table 1 and are summarized in Table S8. Note the scale change on
the y-axis.
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that for those FLs with K>0.25 the behavior of the GA on the
landscape is quite unique (see stall plots in the Supporting In-

formation). This, along with the complex interactions between
the different GA parameters and how they change as the GA

approaches convergence, has made it difficult to find trends
and rules that are applicable to all FLs. The idea that a GA can

be usefully trained on a model that might in some way be
related to the experimental system under investigation is not

supported by this work. Although general rules have been sug-

gested (see below) for GA settings to be used when maximum
progress of the GA is required, while the number of genera-

tions and population size is seriously constrained, there is no
guarantee that any specific FL will support these rules. The

rules described below should be used with caution. For exam-
ple, whereas in general it is best to use two rounds of muta-
tion (ML=2) to maximize GA progress and to reduce the

chance of getting caught in a LO, if the search space is rela-
tively small and the aim of the experimental program is to find

the true GO then ML=1 would be a better option, despite the
increased chance of getting caught in a LO.

The use of a DS as the starting point for a GA run (rather
than the best three SPMs) had a very strong effect on the

progress of the GA. The use of a DS is equivalent to assuming

a simple linear model (no interactions) for the fitness land-
scape and demonstrates that the use of modeling to suggest

improved individuals to be added into the population be-
tween generations could potentially greatly improve the rate

of convergence of the GA. For many HTEx applications the ex-
perimental data may be fitted to some form of response sur-

face[24] that will improve as more data points are measured.

However, the modeling of the activity of a protein as a function
of its sequence to help in the GA-directed evolution of an

enzyme towards a target is less well developed. This will be
the subject of a future paper.

4. Recommendations

In this study a statistical analysis of the behavior of a GA on
some simple fitness landscapes (K<1) has shown that GAs are

not good at consistently avoiding local optima (LOs) when the
small populations and small numbers of generations appropri-
ate for a GA-directed HTEx program are used. No GA parame-
ter settings that allowed the GA either to avoid or to escape

consistently from all the LOs investigated were found. Despite
these caveats the following GA settings would be the initial
recommendation for any GA-directed HTEx program in which
it is important to minimize the amount of experimental effort.

1) Determine the number of variables (sites for mutation in
the case of DE) and hence the size of the search space.

Although the researchers will not a priori know the global

optimum (GO), they will need to decide what an acceptable
optimum should be.

2) A major constraint will be the number of generations for
which the GA can be run. This needs to be as large as pos-

sible, preferably equal to or larger than the number of vari-
ables (sites to be mutated).

3) As large a population as possible should be employed,
based on a cost/benefit decision. This will reduce stalling

(Figures S12 and S13) and minimize the chances of getting
caught in a LO (Table S6, Figures 7 and 8).

4) After each generation the two fittest individuals should be
selected and allowed to go forward to the next generation

(high selection pressure; Figure 3).
5) Identical sequences should always be removed (decloning)

throughout the evolution of the GA (Figures 1 and S7).

6) To minimize the chance of being trapped by a LO use de-
cloning plus two rounds of mutation (ML=2; Figure 7).

7) Consider using a DS as an alternative to starting with the
initial population based on the best of the SPMs.

5. Computational Methods

A series of multilevel full-factoral experimental designs[24] were
used to investigate the impact of changes to the GA parameters
on the progress of the GA across the 20 FLs. For any set of GA pa-
rameters on a specific FL the GA was run 100 times to obtain the
number of runs reaching a target, this process was then repeated
15 times to obtain an accurate mean, and this was repeated for all
20 FLs. The results are presented as mean values with associated
95% confidence intervals (=2Ts/

p
N where N=number of values

contributing to the mean, s= their standard deviation, and T is the
value from T tables with N@1 degrees of freedom, a=0.05). Hence
running the GA to collect the data used significant computer time
(up to several days on a 3.5 GHz Windows desktop machine): each
symbol in Figure 4 required 28500 GA runs, and the full Figure re-
quired about 1.14 million GA runs. The results were analyzed with
a 2.6 GHz Apple MacBook Pro laptop with all calculations done in
Matlab 8.1 (R2013a). More details on the methods used are provid-
ed in Section S3 in the Supporting Information.
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